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ABSTRACT

Background: According to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) there are over 34,000 athletes who compete in baseball at the collegiate level. These individuals spend countless hours training to improve their ability at bat performance by use of a batting tee and their position preference. However, during a game situation an athlete may swing a bat through their strike zone depending on the pitch thrown by an opposing pitcher.

Objective: The aim of this investigation was to examine changes in swing kinematics throughout an individual’s strike zone in collegiate baseball players. Variables of interest included resultant velocity at ball contact (RVBC) and the angle of the bat at ball contact (BABC).

Methodology: A series of markers were placed on the tee and bat to record swing kinematic variables of interest. Participants completed a brief two-minute on-deck warm-up protocol before being counterbalanced into completing 15 swing trials in various regions of their respective strike zone. A ten-minute washout period was completed followed by another 15 swing trials throughout their strike zone until there was a total of 45 swing trials, having 5 swing trials completed in each of the nine regions of the strike zone.

Results: Repeated measures analysis of variance were used to examine swing kinematic variables of interest. Significant differences were found in RVBC along with significant differences in BABC (p<.05).

Conclusions: Knowledge of this information can allow both athlete and sport coach to identify areas of weakness when addressing their hitting performance in preparation for an at bat situation during a game.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Collegiate Athletic Association estimates there are over 34,000 baseball athletes competing at the collegiate level (National Collegiate Athletic Association 2018). Evidence based literature has examined a variety of areas intended to maximize batting performance in terms of bat speed as it has been shown to be an important predictor of a batter’s performance as they attempt to make contact with a ball (Scott, 1942). Another important aspect of batting performance is the angle of the bat as the athlete approaches contact with the ball. Changes in the angle of the bat allows the athlete to make better contact, which in turn could lead to a greater likelihood of success during an at bat. To date, there are several research designs that have examined bat swing kinematics (Escamilla et al., 2009a, 2009b; Williams et al., 2019).

Previous work by Welch et al. (1995) and Escamilla et al. (2009a) wanted to investigate the effects of an individual’s stance and stride on batting performance specifically that of bat speed in high baseball athletes. Welch et al. (1995) utilized professional baseball players and they discovered the longer they spent during the stride phase of the swing lead to an increase in bat swing velocity (p<.05) (Welch, Banks, Cook, & Draovitch, 1995). Work by Escamilla et al. (2009a) examined age-related difference in baseball hitting kinematics among youth and professional baseball players. A total
of 24 players participated in this study that all had a batting average of at least .300 classifying them as skilled athletes based on previous research (DeRenne, Morgan, Hetzler, & Taura, 2008; Escamilla et al., 2009a; Race, 1961). Participants were asked to swing at balls thrown towards the inner half of the participant’s strike zone establishing a standardized pitch. Results of this study indicated the older adult hitters spent more time during the stride phase of the swing 0.4±.07 seconds in comparison to youth hitters at 0.29±.06 seconds (p<.01). The extended time during the stride phase of the swing allowed the adult hitters to generate a greater bat velocity at ball contact at 30±2 m/s in comparison to 25±3 m/s for youth hitters (p<.01) (Escamilla et al., 2009a).

A recent investigation by Williams et al. (2019) examined the acute changes in bat swing kinematics after collegiate baseball players warmed up with a variety of weighted implements. Participants were counter-balanced into completing one of four warm-up (WU) protocols with either a heavy, normal, or light-weight condition. Results of this study revealed no statistical differences among WU implements in swing velocity; however, there were significant intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC’s) among the WU implements. This suggests that collegiate baseball players can produce a similar bat speed and angle at contact regardless of the WU implement used on-deck (Williams et al., 2019).

Previous research designs have examined bat swing kinematics by asking participants to swing at a pitched ball in a position convenient for them or swinging of a tee in a position of their choosing (Escamilla et al., 2009a; Messier & Owen, 1984, 1985; Williams et al., 2019) to standardize each trial. Unfortunately, this is may not be realistic to the situations seen during games as pitches are thrown in a variety of locations and different speeds throughout the strike zone. The NCAA defines the strike zone as an area covering the entire width of home plate and a region extending from a batter’s knee cap and extends to below the area of their number as he or she sets up in their respective stance (Paronto, 2014). The strike zone can be broken into nine distinct locations and three distinct zones. To the authors knowledge, examination of swing kinematics across the strike zone have not been completed. Common batting practices utilize a tee which an athlete can place at various heights to practice at making ball contact within varying locations of their strike zone. This study can provide both coaches and athletes information regarding their batting performance in terms of maximizing bat speed and angle at the time of ball contact.

The primary aim of this investigation was to examine changes in bat swing kinematics within the nine locations and three zones of an athlete’s strike zone, specifically resultant velocity at ball contact (RVBC). A secondary aim of this study was to examine the angle of the bat at ball contact within the nine locations of their respective strike zone.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Participants and Design of Study**

Thirteen (age:19.69 ± 1.18 years, height: 184 ± 6.16cm, mass: 93.32 ± 9.8kg) division I baseball players participated in the study. The aim of this experimental design was to investigate changes in RVBC along with BABC across the nine regions of an individual’s strike zone as they are indicators of hitting performance (Escamilla et al., 2009a; Scott, 1942; Williams et al., 2019). Participants were free from musculoskeletal injuries after filling out a physical readiness questionnaire (PAR-Q). To ensure accurate kinematic measures of interest we wanted to make sure that all participants were healthy to ensure accurate measures. Participants who were not deemed healthy based on their responses to the PAR-Q were excluded from the study. Prior meetings with both sport coaches and athletes took place to become aware of the potential benefits and risks of completing the current study. Participants signed a University informed consent and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocol number 16-017.

**Procedures**

The current study compared how bat swing kinematics changed throughout an individual’s respective strike zone in high level collegiate baseball players. A motion capture system equipped with 8 near-infrared T-Series cameras recorded all kinematic variables of interest. Motion capture systems have been a reliable instrument measuring kinematic variables in previous biomechanics research (Bonnechere et al., 2014; Fleisig, Zheng, Stodden, & Andrews, 2002; Milanovich & Nesbit, 2014; Tsushima, Morris, & McGinley, 2003; Williams et al., 2019). A custom bat and tee model were used to measure swing kinematics of interest along with a modified, full-body Helen Hayes marker system for a total of 47 retro-reflective markers (Figure 1) sampling at 200Hz. In order to quantify 3D motion, a global coordinate system was employed to best record the trajectories of the individual markers affixed to the bat. The X-direction was defined as the vector in which all participants swung their bat as they approached contact with a ball towards home plate. The Z-direction was defined as the vertical projection upward. The cross-product of the X and Z directions were used to define the Y-direction. The aforementioned definitions of the global

![Figure 1. Modified Helen Hayes full body marker system and custom made bat and tee marker locations, (意大利) represent retroreflective markers](image)
Coordinate system have been used in previous investigations (Escamilla et al., 2009a; Williams et al., 2019).

Procedures for this study design utilized a traditional hitting tee and standard bat (SB) which must not weigh more than three units than the length of the bat. A SB is either 33 in/30 oz or 34 in/31 oz at the collegiate level (Paronto, 2014). Participants used either a 33 in/30 oz or 34 in/31 oz bat based on what they used in practice or game situations. Participants came in for one experimental session after being informed of all the benefits and risks prior to signing documentation prior to completing the study. Each participant was asked to maintain their normal activities of daily living prior and came to the lab prior to fall practice. Anthropometrics measurements were taken on all participants prior to testing. After measurements were recorded, participants had a total of 39 retro-reflective markers secured to specific anatomical landmarks.

A counterbalanced design was used to determine the tee position for each participant as each participant will have a different strike zone based on their height. In order to make each strike zone relative to each participant, the bottom of the strike zone was defined as the region above the knee cap once the participant set up in their respective stance. The top of their strike zone was defined as 6 inches above each participant’s belt line which represents the bottom of the number on a jersey. The middle of their strike zone is the middle distance between the top and bottom of each participant’s strike zone. For tee positions located at the bottom and top of their respective strike, we asked each participant whether or not they would swing at a ball pitched into this specific location with two strikes against them in a game situation to confirm an appropriate tee location for each participant. Considering the strike zone covers the entire width of home plate, the tee was placed in different regions of home plate mimicking bat placement for an inside, middle, or outside pitch in a game situation (Figure 2). The locations for tee placement over the strike zone were based on how the sport coach taught the athletes to swing based on a given pitch. The following nine locations of the strike zone are as follows: inside high (IH), inside center (IC), inside low (IL), middle high (MH), middle center (MC), middle low (ML), outside high (OH), outside center (OC), and outside low (OL) (Figure 3).

Once this was determined, each participant completed a 2 minute on-deck WU mimicking what they would do prior to an at bat situation in a game with their SB. After the WU, a short rest period took place allowing each participant the opportunity to set-up for each swing trial. Each participant was asked to set-up in their respective batting stance as they would in a game situation. By doing this, participants could not adjust to where the tee was located within home plate. Participants were asked to swing their SB at a baseball placed on a tee in a random position of their strike zone. Each swing was separated by a period of 20 seconds to mimic the time between pitches. At the conclusion of the 15th swing, a ten-minute washout period was implemented followed by another 15 swing trials. This was repeated until there was a total of five swing trials within the nine regions of each participant’s strike zone totaling 45 trials.

**Data Analysis**

Each swing trial was divided into three distinct phases and four specific events based on previous work by Shaffer et al. (1993) and Escamilla et al. (2009). The first event began when each participant’s lead (stride) foot left the ground, which started the stride phase of the swing. The stride phase ended when the lead toe reestablished contact with the ground representing the 2nd event of the swing. The point at which the lead foot reestablishes contact with the ground up to the point where the bat reaches a perpendicular position with the ground (3rd event) represents the transition phase of the swing (Escamilla et al., 2009a; Shaffer, Jobe, Pink, & Perry, 1993). The swing phase begins when the bat is perpendicular with the ground and ended when bat-ball contact was made (Escamilla et al., 2009a; Shaffer et al., 1993) which was defined as the frame in which deformation of the tee occurred when bat-ball contact was made (Williams et al., 2019).

**RVBC** was determined by squaring the sum of squares based on positional marker data for X, Y, and Z directions of the frame where deformation of the tee occurred from the bat as it made contact with the ball. A global coordinate system was put in place to determine overall movement of all hitting variables of interest. In order to track BABC, the global coordinate system was translated to the top of the tee which represented a relative 0° to represent ground level. A custom bat model was used to track where the angle of the bat at these distinct frames where bat-ball contact occurred along with RVBC (Williams et al., 2019).

**Statistical Analysis**

Results were analyzed using SPSS 22 statistical software with a predetermined alpha level of 0.05 using a 1(conditioned)
tion) x 9 (locations of strike zone) within subject’s factor repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on all swing kinematic variables of interest. Two additional 3x3 ANOVAs were performed to determine zone and height differences in looking at RVBC and BABC. If sphericity was violated, Mauchly’s test of sphericity and a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used as needed. If a significant main effect was found, Fisher’s LSD was used to determine pairwise comparisons among the variables of interest.

RESULTS

There was not a significant main effect regarding RVBC across the nine locations of the strike zone (F(1.133, 4.064 p=.07). Pairwise comparisons revealed trials completed IH of one’s strike zone yielded a faster RVBC (37.16±.693 m/s) in comparison to OH swing trials (35.70±.85 m/s) (p=.007). IC swing trials had a faster RVBC (37.62±.67 m/s) in comparison to MH: (35.51±.89 m/s) (p=.001), OH (35.70±.85 m/s) (p=.023), OC (35.97±.79 m/s) (p=.029), OL (35.85±.83 m/s) (p=.040). IL swing trials also exhibited a faster RVBC (37.47±.67 m/s) in comparison to MH: (35.51±.89 m/s) (p<.05) and OH (35.70±.85 m/s) (p=.05).

There was also a significant main effect for RVBC regarding zone (F(.291, 13.383, p=.001) where swing trials took place. Pairwise comparisons revealed trials completed over the inside portion of the strike zone (37.42±.6 m/s) of the strike zone was significantly faster in comparison to the middle (36.21±.77 m/s) (p=.007) and outside zone (35.84±.61 m/s) (p=.001) of their respective strike zone at bat-ball contact. There were no significant main effects when looking at RVBC among the three different heights (p>.05).

Our results also revealed a significant main effect regarding BABC for both zone (F(.388, 8.67, p=.005) and height (F(1.04, 47.42, p<.01), (Figure 4) but yielded no significant interaction (p>.05). Pairwise comparisons revealed a greater mean bat angle for trials completed for inside zone swing trials (57.27± 3.1°) in comparison to middle (48.61± 3°) and outside portions of the strike zone (48.23± 3.5°) (p<.05). Significant differences were also seen in height, as the greatest angle at BABC was seen in swing trials completed in the bottom of their respective strike zone (58.40± 2.5°) in comparison to swing trials completed in the center (52.08± 3.2°) and high portions of their respective strike zone (43.63±2.9°) (p<.05).

Results also revealed a significant main effect of BABC among the nine distinct locations within a collegiate baseball players’ strike zone (F(1.05, 11.92, p=.007). Significant pairwise comparisons across the nine locations of the strike zone can be seen in Figure 5 (p<.05).

![Figure 3](image3.jpg)

*Figure 3.* Individual swing trial at various heights mimicking swing trials completed in the middle zone at varying locations: middle low, middle center, middle high

![Figure 4](image4.jpg)

*Figure 4.* Changes in RVBC across location within the strike zone

(*) Significant Difference (p<.05) across swing location within strike zone

(★) Significant Difference(p<.01) across Zon

Significant Post-hoc comparisons (p<.05) across location: aIH&OH, bIC&MH, cIC& OH, dIC&OC, eIC& OL, fIL MH, gIL&OH
The aim of this investigation was to investigate changes in RVBC, our current study reveals significant differences across the nine locations and across the three zones of the strike zone in collegiate baseball players. The three fastest velocities of the bat occurred towards the three inside locations of the strike zone in the following order: IC: (37.62± .67 m/s), IL (37.47± .67m/s) and IH (37.16±.693 m/s) in comparison to swing locations within the middle and outside portion of the strike zone (p<.05). Swing trials completed within the inside zone of their respective strike zone yielded the greatest RVBC in comparison to the middle and outside zones (p<.05). Considering the tee was placed towards the inside of each participant’s strike zone allows the batter a greater amount of time to complete the entire swing motion and therefore maximize linear velocity of the bat through ball contact. If a batter has to swing at a ball towards the outside corner of their respective strike zone, they have to square the bat up to make contact shortening the overall swing path. This leads to a decrease in swing velocity as seen in the Mcintyre and Pfautsch (1982) investigation and in the current study.

Our study does not align with the bat linear velocity values reported by Escamilla et al. (2009a). Results of their study revealed bat linear velocity trials collected was at an average velocity of 30 m/s in the adult hitters. Participants in this study played at either the collegiate or professional level. Across all regions of the strike zone, the mean velocity was greater in the present study that was seen by Escamilla et al (2009a). Differences in these results could be based on the current study which asked participants to make contact with a ball placed on a tee in varying locations of the strike zone. Work by Escamilla et al. (2009a) asked participants to swing at a ball from a pitching machine possibly explaining differences in results as these participants had to react to a ball leading to ball contact (Escamilla et al., 2009a).

This is the first study to our knowledge that has examined changes in BABC in collegiate baseball players. Our study revealed that the swing trials performed towards the top of their respective strike zone had a lower angle considering the top of the tee represented a relative 0° with the ground. Lower tee positions represented swing trials in the middle and bottom of their strike zone caused the barrel of the bat to have a more downward angle of at ball contact as seen in the current study. This study lays the ground work in quantifying bat angle at ball contact with what the eye

**Figure 5.** Bat angle at ball contact across strike zone and location in collegiate baseball players.

(★) Represents significant difference across zone (p<.05)

(*) Significant Post-hoc comparisons among location (p<.05):  
- IC&IH, IC&MH  
- IC&OH  
- IL&IH  
- IL&IC  
- IL&MH  
- IL&MC, IL&OH, IL&OC, MC&MH, MC& OH  
- ML& MH, ML&OH, ML&OC, MH&OH  
- OC&MH, OC& OH, OL&MH, OL&OC  
- OL& OC
seems during coaching and training sessions. The practical implication of this study can help coaches across the country objectively identify an appropriate angle of the bat as an individual approaches contact with a ball. In maximizing the surface area of the bat will increase the likelihood of ball contact with the hope of making a successful hit during a game situation.

Considering this is one of the first studies to examine the barrel angle of the bat at ball contact, one primary limitation that may have affected the results was the sample size. Research involving athletic populations greatly reduces the available participant pool to have an ideal sample for this type of study in comparison to other study designs. It is also important to consider there are a wide variety of coaching techniques implemented throughout collegiate baseball and other hitting strategies could be used outside of what the current participants were taught by their respective sport coaches bringing to light the need to continue this line of research. Future research studies should continue to examine the angle of the bat at ball contact to further solidify our current work with populations of varying age and skill level.

CONCLUSION

It is evident that hitting kinematics change in different areas of the strike zone when looking at the velocity of the bat at ball contact. Both athlete and sport coaches can use this data to work on hitting technique and maximize bat velocity at ball contact in strike zone locations they are deficient in. This information can also be used to establish what would be considered an ideal bat angle for baseball, so both sport coaches and athletes can practice achieving the ideal bat angle in a given region of the strike zone during scheduled practice times. In doing, an athlete can maximize the overall surface area of the bat for ball contact to increase the likelihood of making contact with a ball.
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